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Combining demographic and genetic factors to assess population
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Abstract. Accelerating climate change and other cumulative stressors create an urgent need
to understand the influence of environmental variation and landscape features on the
connectivity and vulnerability of freshwater species. Here, we introduce a novel modeling
framework for aquatic systems that integrates spatially explicit, individual-based, demographic
and genetic (demogenetic) assessments with environmental variables. To show its potential
utility, we simulated a hypothetical network of 19 migratory riverine populations (e.g.,
salmonids) using a riverscape connectivity and demogenetic model (CDFISH). We assessed
how stream resistance to movement (a function of water temperature, fluvial distance, and
physical barriers) might influence demogenetic connectivity, and hence, population vulnerabil-
ity. We present demographic metrics (abundance, immigration, and change in abundance) and
genetic metrics (diversity, differentiation, and change in differentiation), and combine them into
a single vulnerability index for identifying populations at risk of extirpation. We considered
four realistic scenarios that illustrate the relative sensitivity of these metrics for early detection
of reduced connectivity: (1) maximum resistance due to high water temperatures throughout the
network, (2) minimum resistance due to low water temperatures throughout the network, (3)
increased resistance at a tributary junction caused by a partial barrier, and (4) complete
isolation of a tributary, leaving resident individuals only. We then applied this demogenetic
framework using empirical data for a bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) metapopulation in the
upper Flathead River system, Canada and USA, to assess how current and predicted future
stream warming may influence population vulnerability. Results suggest that warmer water
temperatures and associated barriers to movement (e.g., low flows, dewatering) are predicted to
fragment suitable habitat for migratory salmonids, resulting in the loss of genetic diversity and
reduced numbers in certain vulnerable populations. This demogenetic simulation framework,
which is illustrated in a web-based interactive mapping prototype, should be useful for
evaluating population vulnerability in a wide variety of dendritic and fragmented riverscapes,
helping to guide conservation and management efforts for freshwater species.

Key words: connectivity; dispersal; gene flow; genetic differentiation; genetic diversity; landscape
genetics; population viability; risk maps; Salvelinus confluentus; stream barrier; stream networks;
vulnerability assessments.

INTRODUCTION

Because salmonid populations tend to show watershed

scale variation in both demographic and genetic traits,

we propose that models combining demographic,

genetic and spatial data are promising tools for

improving their management and conservation.

—Frank et al. (2011)

Climate change is increasingly threatening the biodi-

versity of aquatic ecosystems worldwide (Walther et al.

2002, Parmesan and Yohe 2003, Isaak et al. 2012).

Combined with additional stressors, such as habitat loss

and invasive species, these changes are likely to shift

patterns of distribution, abundance, phenology, and

genetic diversity in many species (Root et al. 2003,

Parmesan 2006). This is particularly true for many

aquatic species restricted to stream environments with

spatial gradients in temperature, flow, and physical

habitat conditions (Vannote et al. 1980, Grant et al.

2007). Understanding how changes in these environ-
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mental conditions influence patterns of demographic

and genetic variation in stream networks is essential to

designing effective conservation measures at both local

and global scales.

Vulnerability assessments are a principal tool to

understand the potential impacts of environmental

change on populations, species, and ecosystems, and to

inform conservation planning and management deci-

sions (Cross et al. 2012). Such assessments allow us to

explore the complex interactions caused by environmen-

tal change and their potential effects on local popula-

tions, improving our ability to identify vulnerable

populations, species, and river reaches, and providing

insight on the source of this vulnerability. Previously,

the vulnerability of threatened and exploited stream

species has been assessed based on either genetic or

demographic factors alone (e.g., Fagan 2002, Jarı́c et al.

2010). However, the importance of considering both

demographic and genetic factors in understanding

species responses to stream (riverscape; Fausch et al.

2002) variation has been highlighted in recent reviews

(e.g., Grant et al. 2007, Frank et al. 2011). Similarly, the

importance of simulation modeling for assessing genetic

vulnerability has been emphasized in a number of recent

studies (e.g., Balkenhol et al. 2009, Epperson et al.

2010). As a result, the need to integrate demographic

and genetic effects in simulation models (defined herein

as demogenetic modeling; Frank et al. 2011) has become

more apparent. This need has been further reinforced by

our growing understanding of the complex interactions

between demographic and genetic effects on population

persistence (Mills 2007, Lowe and Allendorf 2010,

Luque et al. 2012). It is especially clear that individual-

based simulation tools will be valuable for assessing

genetic (gene flow, genetic drift, and natural selection)

and demographic (reproduction, survival, dispersal, and

population size) consequences of the complex, climate-

related changes to aquatic and terrestrial systems in

coming decades (Balkenhol and Landguth 2011).

We recently introduced cost distance fisheries

(CDFISH), a simulator of population genetics, demog-

raphy, and connectivity (dispersal and gene flow) for a

wide range of environmental assessments of aquatic

organisms in complex stream networks (Landguth et al.

2012a). The simulation program is designed to enable

spatially explicit quantification of how the stream

environment affects functional (genetic and demograph-

ic) connectivity patterns in riverscapes. To our knowl-

edge, this program represents the only available

individual-based, spatially explicit program to integrate

demographic, genetic, and environmental data for

aquatic systems.

CDFISH simulates the movement of individuals

among populations through time, employing user-

defined functions of individual migration, reproduction,

mortality, residency, and dispersal on a continuous

riverscape. At the stream-reach scale (local scale), the

program can be used to assess potential impacts of

environmental and/or human-induced perturbations,

which can cause rapid changes in the demographic and

genetic structure of populations due to reduced connec-

tivity and degradation of suitable habitats (Pertoldi and

Topping 2004). At larger scales, the program can be

used to assess how the structure and complexity of the

channel network affects the demographics and genetics

of populations by influencing dispersal among popula-

tions, and by interacting with microevolutionary pro-

cesses (gene flow and genetic drift).

Salmonids are especially vulnerable to climate-in-

duced warming or other human-mediated impacts in

freshwater ecosystems because (1) they have relatively

narrow thermal tolerances and require streams and lakes

with cold, high-quality habitats, (2) they require access

to various types of complementary habitats throughout

their life cycle (Dunning et al. 1992, Schlosser and

Angermeier 1995, Northcote 1997), and (3) their

distributions and abundances in dendritic stream sys-

tems are strongly influenced by temperature, stream flow

gradients, and physical barriers (e.g., waterfalls; Fagan

2002, Fausch et al. 2002). Moreover, many native

salmonid populations are already small, fragmented,

and isolated with only limited genetic exchange, thereby

increasing their vulnerability to stochastic disturbances

(e.g., wildfire and debris flows; Allendorf and Luikart

2007, Mills 2007).

Here, we present a novel riverscape resistance-

modeling framework that combines the use of CDFISH

with spatiotemporal changes in abiotic variables (e.g.,

dams, stream temperature, or flow regime) to assess and

map the vulnerability of aquatic populations in a stream

network. We focus the application on a large, complex,

and connected river and lake network containing

migratory salmonid (e.g., trout and char) populations

that migrate throughout a freshwater river and lake

network in northwestern Montana, USA, and south-

eastern British Columbia, Canada. Our first objective

was to use the CDFISH-based framework to explore the

behavior of genetic and demographic population vul-

nerability metrics in response to temperature and

physical barrier-induced resistances to movement. This

allowed us to assess effects of thermal suitability and

connectivity of stream habitats on population vulnera-

bility. Our second objective was to develop and evaluate

summary indices that combine demographic and genetic

vulnerability metrics to assess the spatiotemporal change

in overall vulnerability of populations. We considered

four connectivity scenarios that illustrate the relative

sensitivity of the six metrics and the combined vulner-

ability indices for detecting reduced connectivity (and

population vulnerability), and for inferring the causes of

vulnerability (e.g., partial vs. complete isolation).

Finally, we applied this demogenetic framework to a

bull trout metapopulation in the upper Flathead River

system, Canada and USA, to help assess how current

and predicted future stream warming may influence

population viability. Our approach provides a general

E. L. LANDGUTH ET AL.1506 Ecological Applications
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framework useful for population vulnerability assess-

ments and strategic targeting of mitigation or restora-

tion efforts in spatially complex aquatic systems

experiencing multiple stressors.

METHODS

Riverscape demogenetics simulation program

We used a spatially explicit, individual-based, river-

scape demogenetic program (CDFISH v0.52; Landguth

et al. 2012a) to assess how stream resistance and other

features influence indices of population vulnerability in a

hypothetical network of migratory trout populations.

Spatial structure was based on the configuration of 19

trout populations in the upper Flathead River basin in

northwestern Montana and southeastern British Co-

lumbia (Fig. 1). We modeled a life-history scenario

common to many inland salmonids, in which popula-

tions can sustain both resident (remaining in natal

streams throughout life) and migratory life-history

strategies. Migratory individuals reared in natal streams,

migrated downstream to a large lake (Flathead Lake)

where they grew to maturity, then migrated upstream to

spawn in natal streams (Fig. 1). We also allowed some

degree of ‘‘straying’’ between populations, where indi-

viduals reared in a natal stream and spawned in a

different stream. In CDFISH, individual movement in

the stream network is a function of stream resistance,

and we considered four scenarios: (1) maximum

resistance as a function of environment (stream temper-

ature gradient over an extended river distance), (2)

minimum resistance as a function of environment, (3)

partial isolation, i.e., increased resistance caused by a

partial barrier such as a debris flow or dam, and (4)

complete, long-term isolation of a stream, leaving

resident individuals only (Fig. 1).

CDFISH simulates demographic and genetic connec-

tivity for (x, y)-located individuals as functions of

individual-based behavior and movement (mating and

dispersal) and vital rates (birth and death) in a stream

resistance surface. A resistance surface consists of a

spatial map of gridded cells, where each cell value (pixel)

represents the unit cost of crossing each location. Pixels

are given weights, or resistance values, reflecting the

presumed influence of each variable (e.g., temperature,

slope) on movement or connectivity of the species in

question (e.g., Dunning et al. 1992, Cushman et al. 2006,

Spear et al. 2010). In our hypothetical simulations, we

used a spatially explicit model of stream temperature (1–

188C, 22-m resolution) recently developed for the

Flathead system (Jones et al. 2014) to represent

resistance surface values, and assumed a linear response

of resistance to temperature.

From a given riverscape resistance surface, CDFISH

requires a matrix of cost to movement as input. We

computed a shortest-cost path algorithm between all

pairs of populations on the riverscape with UNICOR

(Landguth et al. 2012b). The program incorporates

movement to and from a source location, which was

relevant here because of the presence of Flathead Lake,

which represents the furthest downstream habitat used

by migratory fish in the system (Fig. 1). The cost values

reflect penalties as a function of riverine distance and the

accumulated temperature values along the entire river

network.

Scenarios 1 and 2 (maximum and minimum resis-

tance, respectively) assess demogenetic responses in

populations with the maximum and minimum cost

values that occur on this riverscape network (see Fig.

1; populations 19 and 9, respectively). To illustrate

additional abiotic or biotic resistance features that could

impede movement within a stream network (e.g.,

barriers), scenario 3 imposes a partial barrier below

population 11 by increasing the resistance values for

pixels at this tributary’s confluence with the mainstem

river (Fig. 1). This partial barrier resulted in costs to

movement for an individual destined for population 11

approximately equal to the cost to movement for an

individual traversing the entire riverscape (i.e., maxi-

mum cost to movement from the lake to population 19).

For complete isolation, scenario 4, we chose population

12. We did not increase barrier resistance, but rather

ecologically isolated the population by assuming a 1.0

probability of residency. This ecological isolation is

realistic for many populations that suddenly become

isolated by very low flows (dewatering) and/or very high

temperatures. Cost distance values from all populations

to the lake source are shown in Table 1.

In CDFISH, individual locations, age structure, and

sex are user-defined within populations; here we

initialized each population with 50 individuals, and

specified non-overlapping generations and an equal sex

ratio. The genotypes in CDFISH can be initialized

randomly or with empirical data. In this illustrative

example, we chose the following burn-in procedure

before using our given resistance surface: the genotypes

for each individual were initiated with 20 independent

loci and 20 random alleles per locus (maximum allelic

diversity and even allele frequencies) with no mutation,

which is reasonable, considering the short simulation

time period. We first used an island model of migration

(i.e., equal probability of migration and straying for

each subpopulation) for 10 generations to establish a

genetic burn-in pattern before our simulations started

with the given riverscape resistance surface. After this

burn-in period, our initial 19 populations had a total of

400 alleles (each population mean had expected and

observed heterozygosity of approximately 0.83 and 0.85,

respectively, and 211 alleles on average). The riverscape

resistance surface was then used for an additional 75

generations to determine increasing or decreasing

population size and genetic variation resulting from a

combination of individual migratory behaviors and the

dynamics of population vital rates.

Offspring can either reside in the local population or

migrate to the lake source (Flathead Lake). For each

population (except 12), the probability of residency was

September 2014 1507DEMOGENETIC VULNERABILITY MAPPING



set to 0.1. Offspring that migrated to the lake source

(probability 0.9) later either migrated back to their

original population (natal stream population), strayed

(i.e., dispersed) to a different population (a 0.01

probability in these simulations), or died. For those

individuals that strayed, we chose the target (recipient)

population using probabilities of movement from the

natal population to an adjacent population based on

the least-cost path directly to each adjacent population

from the natal population. For example, a strayer

(disperser) is most likely to disperse to the adjacent

population with the least cost (resistance to movement)

from its natal stream. If two adjacent streams have the

same resistance to movement, they would have the

same probability (from a random draw) of receiving the

disperser.

In CDFISH, the success or failure (death) of

migration and straying events are modeled as probabi-

listic functions of the cumulative cost of moving across

the riverscape resistance surface; from the lake source

back to a natal stream for most migratory individuals,

or from population to population for straying individ-

uals (cost calculated from resistance values with UNI-

COR; Landguth et al. 2012b). The movement cost

function was scaled between the minimum cost distance

and the maximum cost distance on the riverscape. For

example, if the cost distance was the minimum value,

then the probability of successful movement was 1.0; if

the cost distance was at the maximum migration

distance, then the probability of movement was 0.0.

Individuals that were successful at migration (due to a

random draw that was less than or equal to the

probability of movement) filled spawning sites within a

local stream population randomly. If the individual

failed at migration, due to a random draw that was

greater than the probability of movement, it was

considered a mortality. All probability values of

successfully migrating back to original populations

(natal streams) are shown in Table 1.

CDFISH allows for various mating structures. Based

on the biology of most salmonid species, we chose a

polygamous random mating structure within popula-

tions, where each male could mate randomly with more

than one female. Each mated female produced a random

number of offspring, drawn from a Poisson distribution

with a mean of four. Populations near the carrying

capacity (n¼ 50) thus produced an excess of individuals

each generation. This allowed for the riverscape

resistance surface to influence population vulnerability

metrics within and among populations. In each of the 19

populations, excess offspring were discarded once all 50

locations were randomly occupied by a resident,

migratory, or straying individual (i.e., forcing individ-

uals out of the simulation study once all available home

ranges are occupied; Balloux 2001, Landguth and

Cushman 2010). We performed 100 independent Monte

Carlo replicates to quantify the variability in population

dynamics and spatial genetic structure.

Genetic vulnerability mapping

Our goal was to produce a genetic vulnerability index

for each population to identify populations at risk under

various riverscape scenarios (e.g., temperature or

projected change in flows). Genetic vulnerability was

defined as a combination of three metrics that estimate

genetic diversity within populations, differentiation

between populations, and temporal change in differen-

tiation between populations (Fig. 2). For each popula-

tion j at every generation t we calculated the following

metrics: (1) allelic diversity within a population, (2)

mean of the pairwise genetic differentiation between a

(focal) population and every other population, and (3)

temporal change in population-specific pairwise genetic

differentiation. The motivation for the three metrics is as

follows.

Maintaining diversity within a population is impor-

tant for avoiding inbreeding depression (Allendorf and

Ryman 2002) and allowing adaptation to future

environmental change. We chose allelic diversity

(rather than heterozygosity) because it is more sensitive

for early detection of population fragmentation or

decline (Leberg 1992, Spencer et al. 2000). We

estimated allelic diversity within a population by

quantifying the proportion of initially present alleles

that remained after each generation in the simulation

(Allendorf 1986)

aijt ¼
Aijt � 1

Aij0 � 1
ð1Þ

where Aijt is the number of alleles at locus i in

population j at generation t, and Aij0 is the number of

alleles at locus i in population j at the initial generation.

When mutation rate is 0, overall number of alleles will

tend to decline over time, but aijt can increase locally due

to immigration. In the case of monomorphic loci, aijt
was set to 0. An overall measure of allelic diversity can

be obtained by summing aijt across loci L

aj�t ¼

X

L

i¼1

aijt

L
: ð2Þ

This overall index equals zero if the population has

no genetic variation at any locus (i.e., one allele at all

loci ). Here, aj�t refers to the measure summed across all

loci.

For each pair of populations j and k, at specified

generations t, we calculated an overall pairwise genetic

differentiation (GST, jkt) across all loci using the method

of Nei (1973). At each generation t, we calculated a

mean pairwise GST for each population j as

GST; jt ¼

X

n

k¼1;k 6¼j;N 6¼0

GST; jkt

n� 1
ð3Þ

where n is the number of populations, N is the number

of individuals within population k, and GST, jkt ¼ 1 �

E. L. LANDGUTH ET AL.1508 Ecological Applications
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HS, jkt/HT, jkt. HS, jkt is the intrapopulation gene diversity

and HT, jkt is the total gene diversity as defined by Nei

(1973). We used the nearly unbiased estimators for both

HS, jkt and HT, jkt derived by Nei and Chesser (1983) to

correct for sample size. Substituting these into Eq. 3

produces the metric ĜSTj�t, which sums across all loci.

The third metric we used in the genetic vulnerability

index was the temporal change in genetic differentiation,

which can affect populations in two ways. Preventing

the rapid increase in genetic differentiation (toward

isolation) is important to avoid fixation of deleterious

alleles, inbreeding, and loss of adaptive alleles in a

FIG. 1. Simulated riverscape in a hypothetical network of migratory trout populations, with 19 populations and 50 individuals
per population at the beginning of the simulation. The upper right inset illustrates the resistance surface for a portion of the
network for which varying degrees of resistance values are assigned to each pixel. The lower right inset shows the location of the
Flathead River basin within which the riverscape is simulated. The locations of studies for four scenarios are shown in dotted
yellow boxes: maximum resistance (scenario 1), minimum resistance (scenario 2), partial isolation (scenario 3), and complete
isolation (scenario 4). The lake source is Flathead Lake (Montana, USA), to which some species that have a migratory life history
(e.g., bull trout) migrate.

September 2014 1509DEMOGENETIC VULNERABILITY MAPPING



population (e.g., Luikart et al. 1998). However, large

decreases in genetic differentiation can indicate homog-

enization and loss of local adaptations (e.g., Ryman et

al. 1995). We therefore defined temporal change in

genetic differentiation as

DĜSTj�t ¼ jĜSTj�t � ĜSTj�t0j: ð4Þ

DĜSTj�t is the absolute value of the difference in ĜSTj�t

from the initial level of genetic differentiation ĜSTj�t0.

Based on the assumption that each metric holds

roughly equal weight on the overall genetic vulnerability

index (Gv), we normalized each metric to range between

0 and 1 as follows. First, the domain of allelic diversity is

[0.0, 1.0]; therefore, no normalization procedure is

needed. Allelic diversity is considered a positive influ-

ence on population persistence, thus high allelic diversity

corresponds to low genetic vulnerability. Second, for

highly polymorphic markers like microsatellites, ĜSTj�t

will never approach 1, so we used the standardized

measure of genetic differentiation, Ĝ
0

STj�t ¼ ĜSTj�t /

ĜSTj�tmax (Hedrick 2005), in which the fixation index is

rescaled between 0.0 and 1.0. A sudden or rapid increase

to high genetic differentiation (e.g., GST � 0.2) is

considered potentially harmful for a population due to

phenomena such as local inbreeding and increase in

frequency of deleterious alleles (Lande 1994, Allendorf

et al. 2008); therefore, high differentiation increases the

vulnerability metric. Finally, as for genetic differentia-

tion, we used Hedrick’s (2005) standardized measure for

normalizing the temporal change in genetic differentia-

tion, resulting in the metric DĜ 0
STj�t. Here, any

substantial change in genetic differentiation (i.e., isola-

tion or homogenization) from the initial generation is

considered potentially harmful for a population and

thus increases the population’s vulnerability.

The genetic vulnerability index for any population j at

a given t can be expressed as

Gv; jt ¼ ð1� aj�tÞ þ Ĝ 0
STj�t þ DĜ 0

STj�t: ð5Þ

The three normalized metric values are added, after

conversion in the case of allelic diversity (1 � aj�t),

allowing Gv, jt to be on the closed interval between 0 and

3, where Gv, jt ¼ 0 reflects low genetic vulnerability and

Gv, jt ¼ 3 reflects high genetic vulnerability. All metrics

were calculated in scripts written in Python (v2.7.6.;

Python Software Foundation), but confirmed indepen-

dently using the diveRsity package(Keenan et al. 2013)

in R (R Development Core Team 2012).

Demographic vulnerability mapping

The demographic vulnerability index was used to

assess a population’s risk of extirpation from demo-

graphic stochasticity resulting from small population

size and low immigration (Mills 2007). We characterized

demographic vulnerability for each population based on

three metrics, which provided estimates of the demo-

graphic status within populations, between populations,

and over time (Fig. 2): (1) abundance (census size)

within populations, (2) number of immigrants from

other populations (strayers), and (3) change in abun-

dance in populations.

Abundance is a direct measure of the status of a

population and is generally the preferred metric used to

determine whether populations are declining (IUCN

2010). Therefore, we used the total number of individ-

uals Nj (after migrants returned to their natal popula-

tions and strayers immigrated to their new populations)

as the first demographic metric for each population j.

CDFISH tracks the number of immigrants Mj into each

population j, which was used as the second demographic

metric. We assumed that immigrants increased the

probability of population persistence by providing a

demographic subsidy (e.g., demographic rescue, Levins

1969, Brown and Kodric-Brown 1977, Garant et al.

2007). As with the genetic vulnerability index, the

metrics N and M give a snapshot of spatial variation

in population demographics. Therefore, we measured

the temporal demographic vulnerability for population j

as the change in abundance (DNjt) from the initial level

of abundance as Njt � Njt0.

As was the case for Gv, jt, we normalized each

demographic vulnerability metric between 0 and 1 using

the following linear transformations and assumed equal

weights. First, the domain of abundance (N ) is between

TABLE 1. Cost distances (cumulative total resistance: riverine
distance, temperature, and/or barrier) faced by an adult trout
when migrating from its lake source to its natal stream and
functional probability of migrating from the lake source to
each of 19 populations.

Population Cost Probability

1 6.443 3 107 0.05
2 6.434 3 107 0.12
3 6.418 3 107 0.24
4 6.412 3 107 0.28
5 6.402 3 107 0.36
6 6.376 3 107 0.57
7 6.362 3 107 0.67
8 6.362 3 107 0.68
9 6.319 3 107 1.00

10 6.320 3 107 0.99
11 6.446 3 107 0.02
12 6.362 3 107 0.67
13 6.373 3 107 0.58
14 6.383 3 107 0.51
15 6.393 3 107 0.43
16 6.398 3 107 0.39
17 6.403 3 107 0.35
18 6.418 3 107 0.24
19 6.449 3 107 0.00
Mean 6.394 3 107 0.43
SD 381 615.8 0.295

Notes: The functional probabilities are based on a linear
function scaled to the minimum and maximum cost distance
values in the stream network (populations 9 and 19, respec-
tively, in boldface). The mean and standard deviation among all
populations are also reported. Population 19 represents
scenario 1 (maximum resistance), population 9 represents
scenario 2 (minimum resistance), population 11 represents
scenario 3 (partial isolation), and population 12 represents
scenario 4 (complete isolation).
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0 and K, the carrying capacity, so N was normalized by

K. A higher N is considered positive for a population;

therefore, a large number of individuals returning to

their respective population corresponds to a low

vulnerability value. Second, the domain of number of

immigrants (M ) lies between 0 and K(n – 1) probability

of straying (9.0 in these simulations, from n ¼ 19

populations, K ¼ 50, and 0.01 probability of straying).

Instead of K, we chose Njt to normalize M, which

allowed us to also compare the relative contribution of

immigrants vs. nonimmigrants within a population j at

given t. Immigration is considered positive for a

population; therefore, high amounts of immigration

produce a lower vulnerability index. Finally, the domain

of DN is [�K, K], so we normalized by K. Any positive

change (increase) in abundance from the initial gener-

ation t0 is considered positive for a population and,

therefore, given a value of 0.0. Any negative change in

abundance (a loss of individuals from initial abundance

numbers) is considered negative, resulting in an increase

in the vulnerability metric.

Accordingly, the demographic vulnerability index for

a particular population at a given generation becomes

Dv; jt ¼ �
Njt

Kj

þ 1

� �

þ �
Mjt

Njt

þ 1

� �

þ

0;DNjt . 0

�
DNjt

Kj

;DNjt � 0

0

B

@

1

C

A
: ð6Þ

Dv, jt becomes an estimate for the state of a population’s

demographic vulnerability. The three normalized metric

values are added together, allowing Dv, jt to range

between 0 and 3, where Dv, jt ¼ 0 is the minimal

demographic vulnerability and Dv, jt¼ 3 is the maximum

possible vulnerability for a population.

FIG. 2. Demogenetic vulnerability flow diagram. The three genetic metrics (allelic diversity, differentiation [GST], and change in
differentiation [DGST]) and the three demographic metrics (abundance, immigrants, and change [D] in abundance) that reflect
within, between, and temporal population vulnerability (through demographic vulnerability [Dv] and genetic vulnerability [Gv]) are
added together to produce demogenetic vulnerability indices (DGv).
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Demogenetic vulnerability mapping

A demogenetic vulnerability index DGv, jt can then be

defined as the mean of Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, or DGv, jt¼ (Gv, jt

þDv, jt)/2, based on an equal weighting scheme that can

be easily modified (e.g., Whited et al. 2012). We tracked

the individual metrics contributing to both the demo-

graphic and genetic vulnerability indices, as well as the

demogenetic vulnerability index for the four scenarios.

Each index was plotted across 75 generations to show

temporal differences.

Pilot application to bull trout

We used the CDFISH program to assess how

increasing stream resistance influenced indices of popu-

lation vulnerability in a realistic network of migratory

and resident bull trout populations. This empirical pilot

study complements our hypothetical example by adding

more realistic bull trout simulation parameters for

temporal modeling to assess effects of future tempera-

ture increases on vulnerability, and by using more

populations, which are initially parameterized using real

demographic data (redd counts per population). Spatial

locations and structure were based on the configuration

of 28 bull trout populations in the same upper Flathead

River basin (Fig. 3), but expanded into Glacier National

Park, Montana (GNP). We considered two scenarios:

(1) a current stream temperature resistance to movement

on which population dynamics were projected for the

next 100 years, and (2) a projected future stream

temperature resistance to movement on which popula-

tion dynamics were projected for the next 100 years.

We used the same model of stream temperature for the

Flathead system (Jones et al. 2014), and modeled a

probability of occurrence in response to temperature,

following Wenger et al. (2011). Average stream temper-

atures under a current conditions scenario (1980–2000;

Jones et al. 2013) and a future conditions scenario (2020–

2040 [Mote and Salathe 2009]; Fig. 3) were inserted into

the Wenger et al. (2011) probability of occurrence

equation for bull trout (using stream temperature and

slope as occurrence parameters). These surfaces were

then transformed using the inverse logit transformation

and scaled to produce resistance surface values between

1.0 and 2.0. Following our previous work, UNICOR was

used to compute a matrix of cost-to-movement between

all pairs of populations on the riverscape for each

resistance surface. Cost distance values from all popula-

tions to the lake source are shown in Table 2.

We specified carrying capacities and initialized each

population based on empirical bull trout population

data collected from 1980 to 2012 in the upper Flathead

system (i.e., redd counts). Redd abundances are

significantly correlated with salmonid spawner abun-

dance (Rieman and Allendorf 2001) and are commonly

used to estimate abundance and distribution of local and

regional bull trout populations (Rieman and Myers

1997, Muhlfeld et al. 2006). Carrying capacity was set as

the maximum observed abundance for each population,

and each population was initialized using the abundance

estimates in 2012 (Downs et al. 2006, Weaver 2006;

Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks, T. Weaver, unpub-

lished data; Glacier National Park, C. Downs, unpub-

lished data). Redd count data were unavailable for

several populations in GNP prior to the invasion of

nonnative lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush), which have

caused substantial population declines, so we used an

estimate obtained for a nonimpacted lake population

(Quartz Lake, n ¼ 150 adults) as the carrying capacity

for these populations.

We specified overlapping generations and a 3:1 male

to female sex ratio (Fraley and Shepard 1989). We chose

a polygamous random mating structure within popula-

tions, where each male could mate randomly (with

replacement) with more than one female. Each mated

female produced a constant number of offspring of 4500

(Fraley and Shepard 1989, Downs et al. 2006). Offspring

death rate was then set to 99% with 33% female survival

to ensure the 3:1 sex ratio, and adult mortality was set to

50% (Fraley and Shepard 1989, Downs et al. 2006).

We lacked genetic data for the entire system and so

followed a burn-in procedure similar to the generic

simulations previously described, setting equal proba-

bilities of migration and straying for each subpopulation

for 10 years to establish a genetic burn-in pattern with

20 initial independent loci and 20 random alleles per

locus. After this burn-in period, our initial 28 popula-

tions had a total of 400 alleles (with each population

mean expected and observed heterozygosity of approx-

imately 0.91 and 0.92, equivalently, and 355 alleles, on

average). The temperature resistance scenarios were then

used for an additional 100 generations to determine

increasing or decreasing population sizes resulting from

a combination of individual migratory behaviors and

the dynamics of population vital rates.

We modeled three distinct life-history strategies

exhibited by bull trout populations in the upper

Flathead River and Lake system and GNP. As noted

above, bull trout juveniles can either reside in the local

population or migrate to a lake to grow to maturity. For

all populations with a dominant migratory strategy to

Flathead Lake, the probability of residency was set to

0.05. For populations that spend their entire life cycle

within glacial lake drainages in GNP (populations 18–

23), we used a residency probability of 0.95 to allow for

some degree of dispersal among populations. For two

populations isolated upstream of waterfall barriers in

GNP (26 and 27), we set the residency probability to 1.0

to account for these dispersal barriers. Offspring that

migrated to connected lakes were allowed to either

migrate back to their natal stream population, stray (i.e.,

disperse) to a different population (a 0.01 probability in

these simulations, except in the completely resident

populations), or die. Resident and straying probabilities

for each population are shown in Table 2.

For temperature scenario 1, the movement cost

function was scaled between the minimum cost distance
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and the maximum cost distance on the current river-

scape resistance surface (1980–2000; see Table 2). Thus,

as temperatures increased in scenario 2 under future

climate warming predictions (2020–2040), the probabil-

ity of movement decreased; if the cost distance was

greater than the maximum migration distance, then the

probability of movement was set to 0.0. All probability

values for fish migrating back to natal streams are

shown in Table 2.

The current riverscape resistance surface was run for

100 years in scenario 1. To test for the effect of

increasing stream temperature on demogenetic indices

FIG. 3. Study area for pilot project, with 28 bull trout populations. The right inset illustrates the two temperature resistance
surface scenarios used: current conditions scenario (upper box, 1980–2000; Jones et al. 2014) and future conditions scenario (lower
box, 2020–2040; Mote and Salathe 2009). Average stream temperatures for each scenario were inserted into the Wenger et al. (2011)
probability of occurrence equation for bull trout, transformed using the inverse logit transformation, and scaled to produce
resistance surface values between 1.0 and 2.0. Migratory populations are those populations of bull trout that migrate from their
natal streams to Flathead lake to grow to maturity, and then return to spawn; glacial lake populations are those bull trout that
spend their entire life cycle in one drainage; and isolated populations are those populations that are cut off from other drainages or
streams by physical barriers.
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in scenario 2, we ran the current riverscape resistance

surface for 40 yr, and then the future riverscape

resistance surface (2020–2040) was inserted and run

for an additional 60 yr. We performed 100 independent

Monte Carlo replicates to quantify the variability in

population dynamics and spatial genetic structure.

RESULTS

Genetic vulnerability metrics

We computed the three genetic vulnerability metrics

for all populations (Appendix: Table A1) for each of our

four scenarios and for (1) generation 0 (the initial burn-

in generation), (2) generation 1 (first generation after

insertion of the riverscape resistance surface), (3)

generation 55 (the first generation in which both

populations 19 and 11 go extinct across all 100

simulation replicates, and (4) generation 75 (the final

generation in the simulations). We plotted the mean of

the 100 replicates for each metric and the four scenarios

across the 75 generations (Fig. 4). Allelic diversity

within populations decreased through time, because

allelic diversity is sensitive to local N and total N

(discussed in Demographic vulnerability metrics; Appen-

dix: Table A2). Mean pairwise G0

ST (for focal popula-

tions) tended to increase initially and then decrease, due

to decreasing heterozygosity with increasing differenti-

ation (GST), which causes G0

ST to decrease. This was true

in all populations, except for a constant increase toward

1.0 in population 12 (scenario 4), the completely isolated

resident population, as well as populations 19 and 11

(scenarios 2 and 3, respectively) that went extinct.

Temporal genetic differentiation values are small and

nearly mimic G0

ST behavior in all populations.

Demographic vulnerability metrics

Means of each demographic metric for the 100

replicates and the four scenarios across the 75 genera-

tions are plotted in Fig. 5 with numerical results for the

four generations presented in the Appendix: Table A2.

Abundance (N ) for all populations was 50 individuals at

generation 0 and dropped globally by 50% after

generation 1, stabilizing to ;40% of the entire popula-

tion at around generation 15 (Appendix: Table A2). In

generation 1, the values for N showed an immediate

response to the changing riverscape surface in the partial

isolation and maximum resistance scenarios (popula-

tions 11 and 19, respectively). The resident-only

population 12, representing complete isolation (Fig.

5d), maintained carrying capacity throughout the

simulations (DN ¼ 0) because individuals were not

influenced by the riverscape resistance surface. Abun-

TABLE 2. Carrying capacities (K ), initial abundance (Njt0), residency probabilities (Res), straying probabilities (Stray), as well as
cost distance (Cost) and respective functional probability values (Prob.) under current and future temperature conditions for
each population of bull trout under study.

Population K Njt0 Res Stray

Current temp. surface Future temp. surface

Cost Prob. Cost Prob.

1 323 51 0.05 0.01 331 741 0.00 390 010 0.00
2 339 29 0.05 0.01 297 490 0.23 352 889 0.00
3 77 0 0.05 0.01 281 892 0.33 335 692 0.00
4 323 38 0.05 0.01 257 022 0.49 308 279 0.15
5 19 3 0.05 0.01 271 832 0.40 325 425 0.04
6 74 48 0.05 0.01 266 565 0.43 319 157 0.08
7 966 115 0.05 0.01 252 073 0.53 301 967 0.20
8 61 0 0.05 0.01 234 043 0.64 281 513 0.33
9 387 96 0.05 0.01 225 647 0.70 270 736 0.40
10 243 51 0.05 0.01 203 050 0.85 244 824 0.57
11 86 45 0.05 0.01 191 179 0.93 232 159 0.66
12 278 48 0.05 0.01 237 254 0.62 284 010 0.31
13 170 170 0.05 0.01 230 586 0.67 277 035 0.36
14 74 42 0.05 0.01 251 887 0.53 300 013 0.21
15 144 144 0.05 0.01 272 443 0.39 322 408 0.06
16 349 234 0.05 0.01 280 956 0.34 331 413 0.00
17 230 70 0.05 0.01 290 737 0.27 341 721 0.00
18 150 0 0.95 0.01 241 138 0.60 291 294 0.27
19 150 16 0.95 0.01 227 089 0.69 273 832 0.38
20 150 10 0.95 0.01 221 722 0.73 268 908 0.41
21 150 115 0.95 0.01 211 000 0.80 255 777 0.50
22 150 3 0.95 0.01 202 293 0.85 245 667 0.57
23 150 3 0.95 0.01 180 157 1.00 219 072 0.74
24 83 83 0.05 0.01 252 867 0.52 301 401 0.20
25 301 45 0.05 0.01 317 443 0.09 369 537 0.00
26 150 80 1.0 0.00 253 229 0.52 305 261 0.17
27 150 115 1.0 0.00 210 942 0.80 256 048 0.50
28 166 16 0.05 0.01 316 255 0.10 368 187 0.00
Mean 210 56 250 376 0.54 299 080 0.25
SD 175.3 56.4 39 201.0 0.259 43 343.2 0.227

Note: Functional probabilities are based on a linear function scaled to the minimum and maximum cost distance values in the
current temperature stream network (populations 23 and 1, respectively).
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dance was also maintained in population 9 (scenario 2;

Fig. 5c). Population 19 (scenario 1; Fig. 5b) received no

strayers and was the first to go extinct (in generation 43

in all replicates). Population 11 (scenario 3; Fig. 5a) first

went extinct in generation 55, but was periodically

recolonized by small numbers of immigrants from

surrounding populations in subsequent generations.

Straying was capped at a probabilistic draw of 0.01 of

the total abundance in a population at a given

generation (except population 12 received no strays),

which is a direct result of the life history-based

simulation parameters (see Discussion). Consequently,

most Mj reflected low metric values relative to Nj, except

in population 11 (Fig. 5a), where recolonization events

tended to dominate the population dynamics in later

generations (.50). Change in abundance was plotted as

the difference from the initial time and had small values

throughout the generations for the two stable demo-

graphic populations (scenario 2, Fig. 5c; scenario 4, Fig.

5d), but increased significantly for the non-stable

demographic populations (scenario 1, Fig. 5b; scenario

3, Fig. 5a).

Demogenetic vulnerability indices

The mean of the replicates for each demogenetic

index are plotted for the four scenarios across 75

generations in Fig. 6 (Appendix: Table A3 displays the

values). At spatial genetic burn-in, mean vulnerability

maps show low variability among populations, with

indices for genetic, demographic, and demogenetic

vulnerability of 1.15 6 0.54 (mean 6 SD), 0.99 6

0.010, and 1.07 6 0.028, respectively (Appendix: Table

A3). Consistent with the individual demographic

metrics, Dv was most sensitive initially to the riverscape

surface for the two non-stable populations, 11 and 19

(Fig. 6a, b; dash-dotted lines), tracking initial popula-

tion fluctuations (Fig. 5a, b; dash-dotted lines), and

showed the highest values (increased to a maximum

value of 3.0) as compared to the two stable population

scenarios, 9 and 12 (stabilized at 1.0 or near the initial

spatial genetic burn-in values).

Gv was not influenced by these initial perturbations

after the riverscape resistance surface was introduced,

but rather increased more gradually through time. In

general, Gv values were consistently smaller for popula-

tion 9 (Fig. 6c) and for the fluctuating population 11

(Fig. 6a) only when abundance was low and immigrants

began to dominate the metrics (generation .40). Gv

values were generally higher for populations 19 (Fig. 6b)

and 12 (Fig. 6d). Demogenetic vulnerability (DGv) is

plotted as the average in Fig. 6.

FIG. 4. Genetic vulnerability metrics within the four scenarios; (a) partial isolation, (b) maximum resistance, (c) minimum
resistance, and (d) complete isolation. Allelic diversity (a, solid lines), genetic differentiation (G0

ST, dash-dotted lines), and temporal
genetic differentiation (DG0

ST, dashed lines) are shown across 75 generations and a mean of 100 replicates.
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Pilot application to bull trout

The mean probability of an individual migrating from

the lake back to its natal population under current and

future temperature surfaces was 0.54 (range ¼ 0.0–1.0,

SD ¼ 0.259) and 0.25 (range ¼ 0.0 �0.74, SD ¼ 0.25),

respectively (Table 2). As expected, individuals that

migrated greater distances (to more distant populations)

typically had the largest cost to movement (resistance to

migration) due to accumulated costs of migrating

through more water with warmer temperatures. For

example, in scenario 1 (current resistance surface) the

population located farthest from Flathead Lake (pop-

ulation 1) had a probability of receiving returning

individuals of 0.0. Populations that exceeded this cost-

to-movement threshold in scenario 2 (future climate

warming) also had a probability of receiving returning

individuals of 0.0 (Table 2). Population 23 had the

smallest cost to movement for migrating individuals in

scenario 1 and a probability of 1.0, which resulted in all

individuals returning from the lake and remaining near

full carrying capacity. However, for this population in

scenario 2, the probability of an individual migrating

from the lake decreased to 0.74 following increased

resistance due to increased water temperature.

The resulting demographic and genetic vulnerability

indices for each scenario are plotted in Fig. 7. Five

populations are highlighted to contrast results. Popula-

tion 1, which had the maximum cost to movement in

scenario 1 (dash-dotted line), exhibited both the highest

Gv and Dv indices. Population 28 (triangles), also at the

extremity of the riverscape, had a 0.10 probability of

receiving migrating individuals in scenario 1 and closely

followed population 1’s values (especially with Gv).

Another notable population in scenario 1 is population

7 (dashed line), which had a relatively low probability of

returning migrants (0.34) but the highest carrying

capacity (K¼ 966). As a result, it maintained the lowest

Gv compared to the rest of the populations, while Dv

declined to an average level among the other popula-

tions. All of the GNP populations (complete or partially

isolated with some migration allowed) behaved similar-

ly, as expected from the previous results with completely

resident populations; Gv increased steadily and Dv

dropped dramatically to the lowest value of 1.0 (for

example, population 26, plotted as a solid line).

After year 40, the influence of the future riverscape

resistance surface on demogenetic indices is seen in the

second column in Fig. 7. The two extremity populations

(1, dash-dotted; 28, triangles) continue to show the

highest Gv values and relatively high Dv values, although

other populations became more demographically vul-

nerable (e.g., population 15; circles). Populations 3, 8,

FIG. 5. Demographic vulnerability metrics within the four scenarios (as in Fig. 4). Abundance (N, solid lines), number of
immigrants (M, dash-dotted lines), and absolute value of change in abundance (DN, dashed lines) are shown across 75 generations
and a mean of 100 replicates.
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and 18 initially had zero individuals, but were able to

receive strayers under the current riverscape resistance

surface and sustain positive abundances from years 2000

to 2040. Populations 1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 25, and 28 all had 0.0

probability of receiving migrating individuals after the

insertion of the future riverscape resistance surface, and

thus only maintained population numbers through

residency individuals.

DISCUSSION

Hypothetical modeling scenarios. Our hypothetical

modeling scenarios illustrate the usefulness of a demo-

genetic resistance modeling framework to identify

populations vulnerable to environmental change and

reduced connectivity within riverscapes. Specifically, our

hypothetical and empirically based modeling scenarios

show that warmer water temperatures and/or physical

or hydrological barriers (e.g., low flows or dewatering)

to movement (or the cumulative effect of distance

traveled through these environments) are predicted to

fragment suitable habitat for migratory salmonids,

resulting in the potential loss of genetic diversity within

populations and reduced population sizes.

The hypothetical scenarios also illustrate the differ-

ences in relative responses of demographic vs. genetic

vulnerability in stream networks (Fig. 8). As expected, in

our hypothetical scenario 1 (maximum resistance), the

simulated populations revealed both high genetic and

demographic vulnerability, whereas in scenario 2 (min-

imum resistance) populations responded with both low

genetic and demographic vulnerability. These first two

scenarios illustrated vulnerability response of resistance

to movement as a function of stream temperature over

extended river distance. In scenario 3 (partial isolation),

vulnerability response of resistance to movement was a

function of stream temperature over extended river

distance, plus an imposed current barrier. The popula-

tion showed low genetic vulnerability due to occasional

gene flow (infusion of immigrants) from nearby

populations, and relatively high demographic vulnera-

bility as a result of low population abundance due to the

imposed barrier. In scenario 4 (complete isolation),

resistance to movement was not assessed, but instead a

complete resident population was simulated (i.e.,

mimicking a long-term impediment that caused separa-

tion). The population responded with high genetic

vulnerability due to a lack of genetic exchange with

FIG. 6. Demogenetic vulnerability indices within the four scenarios (as in Fig. 4). Gv (solid lines), Dv (dash-dotted lines), and
DGv (dashed lines) are shown across 75 generations and a mean of 100 replicates.
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other populations, and low demographic vulnerability

caused by a relatively large population size of resident

individuals despite the lack of immigration. These

modeling scenarios can be modified to encompass a

range of life-history strategies and management issues in

freshwater systems, including climate change, habitat

degradation and fragmentation, invasive species, and

isolation management (e.g., creation of a barrier to

isolate a population and prevent invasions by nonnative

species; Fausch et al. 2009).

Vulnerability metrics

We present three important genetic metrics (diversity,

differentiation, and change in differentiation) to assess

genetic vulnerability within and among populations

(Fig. 2). Genetic diversity within a population is

measured by assessing allelic diversity, which is more

sensitive than heterozygosity (He) for early detection of

population declines, differentiation or isolation (Leberg

1992, Luikart et al. 1998). Likewise, GST is a widely used

measure of genetic differentiation (Hedrick 2005).

Nonetheless, this metric could be replaced with any

other estimator of differentiation, such as Dest (Jost

2008), or an estimator of current (real time) gene flow

(e.g., Wilson and Rannala 2003). The third metric,

temporal change in genetic differentiation (GST), was

chosen because a temporal increase in GST signals rapid

isolation and a likely decrease in the local effective

population size, which increases fixation of deleterious

alleles and extinction risk (e.g., Allendorf and Luikart

2007). Large decreases in genetic differentiation could

also be detrimental, indicating homogenization and loss

of local adaptations (e.g., Ryman et al. 1995). Therefore,

in our simulations, any temporal change in GST

FIG. 7. Demogentic vulnerability indices for bull trout populations. All 28 populations are plotted for 100 generations (years)
for (a) Gv with the current temperature surface, (b) Gv with a modeled future temperature surface, (c) Dv with the current
temperature surface, and (d) Dv with the future temperature surface. Population 1 (maximum cost to movement in scenario 1; dash-
dotted line) exhibits the highest Gv and Dv indices. Another notable population in scenario 1 is population 7 (dashed line), which
had a relatively low probability of returning migrants (0.34) but the highest carrying capacity (K¼ 966). As a result, it maintained
the lowest Gv compared to the rest of the populations, while Dv declined to an average level compared to the other populations.
Population 15 (circles) became more demogenetically vulnerable. Population 26 (solid line), shows the typical pattern for
completely or partially isolated populations; Gv increases steadily and Dv drops dramatically to the lowest value of 1.0. Population
28 (triangles), also at the extremity of the riverscape, had a 0.10 probability of receiving migrating individuals in scenario 1 and
closely followed population 1’s values (especially with Gv). All populations are shown with a mean of 100 replicates.
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contributed to the overall genetic vulnerability index.

Here again, however, the vulnerability index can easily

be adjusted to reflect different patterns of genetic effect,

such as negative effects of only temporal declines in GST.

Other genetic metrics sensitive to population frag-

mentation and decline are estimators of the effective

population size (Ne, per generation), the effective

number of breeders (per year), and bottleneck tests

(Luikart et al. 1999, Waples and Do 2009, England et al.

2010). Future work is needed to assess the sensitivity of

different combinations of these metrics to a set of

standardized scenarios. Also, because it is now feasible

to genotype hundreds or thousands of loci in any species

(Allendorf et al. 2010), simulations could be used to test

if certain indices become more sensitive with increasing

number of loci (e.g., Waples and Do 2010).

We present three demographic metrics (abundance,

immigration, and change in abundance) that reflect

within- and between-population parameters (Fig. 2).

These metrics are widely used to assess population

dynamics and viability in wild populations (Mills 2007).

These metrics (including within- and between-popula-

tion metrics) also provide symmetry with the three

genetic metrics. A combination of demographic and

genetic metrics should assure early detection of vulner-

ability, and may also facilitate a better understanding of

the potential causes and consequences of vulnerability

and population declines. For example, our simulations

suggest that partial barriers may be more likely to pose a

demographic risk (scenario 3), whereas complete barri-

ers are more likely to pose a genetic risk (scenario 4).

However, it is important to note that the risks imposed

by a partial barrier will be highly dependent on the

location of the barrier within the larger river network,

and the interaction with the underlying resistance

surface (Grant et al. 2007). Other demographic factors

to consider in future research include estimates of the

number of effective breeders, emigration rates, and

temporal variation in the number of immigrants and

emigrants. These types of data are readily available in

many cases using conventional and novel methods for

marking and tracking individual fish (e.g., capture–

mark–recapture, telemetry, otolith chemistry, and ge-

netics).

Modeling framework applications

Our demogenetic vulnerability modeling framework

can be used to understand connectivity and genetic

diversity of populations across diverse habitats to

restore, maintain, and monitor adaptive potential of

aquatic species (Lowe and Allendorf 2010, Schindler et

al. 2010). Many freshwater fishes, particularly salmo-

nids, exhibit complex movements among spawning,

feeding, and survival habitats in stream networks

FIG. 8. Genetic vulnerability vs. demographic vulnerability, plotted as population response in certain studied populations with
respect to riverscape resistance and life-history strategies from low to high vulnerability. Blue is low vulnerability and red is high
vulnerability. Partial isolation (scenario 3) populations showed low genetic vulnerability (due to occasional immigrants) and high
demographic vulnerability (due to low population abundance from the imposed barrier). Maximum resistance (scenario 1)
populations revealed both high genetic and demographic vulnerability. Minimum resistance (scenario 2) populations responded
with both low genetic and demographic vulnerability. Complete isolation (scenario 4) populations showed high genetic
vulnerability (due to a lack of genetic exchange with other populations) and low demographic vulnerability (caused by a relatively
large population size of resident individual despite the lack of immigration).
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(Northcote 1997), and occur in subpopulations linked

by immigration and emigration (i.e., metapopulations;

Hanski and Gilpin 1991). Demographic and genetic

traits of fish populations, therefore, often vary spatially

and temporally within and among watersheds, reflecting

major genetic differences and adaptations imposed by

local environments (Hitt and Roberts 2012). Our

demogenetic vulnerability modeling framework can be

used to identify conservation units that maximize genetic

diversity, potential for local adaptation, and population

abundance in freshwater systems.

This framework can also be used to assess the

potential impacts of climate warming (e.g., increased

stream temperatures and decreased flows) on freshwater

fishes and critical habitats, as we have demonstrated

with the empirical analysis on bull trout populations.

Although broad-scale bioclimatic assessments have been

valuable for raising awareness about the risks posed by

climate change (Wenger et al. 2011, Isaak et al. 2012,

Jones et al. 2014), predictions often lack the spatial and

temporal resolution that managers need to prioritize

habitat restoration opportunities within river networks.

Moreover, most bioclimatic modeling efforts have

focused on distributional patterns (i.e., occurrence),

ignoring critical components of population persistence,

such as demography and genetics. Our approach allows

for fine-scale, spatially explicit vulnerability assessments

at scales relevant to management needs (i.e., reach and

stream scales), and moves beyond bioclimatic niche

assessments by integrating additional measures affecting

population persistence, genetics and demography, both

of which are necessary to develop accurate and

comprehensive vulnerability assessments for aquatic

species. For example, results can be visualized using

heat maps (Fig. 9), which identify populations that are

predicted to be the most vulnerable to harmful genetic

and demographic changes caused by habitat fragmen-

tation and population isolation (other maps available

online).8 Such vulnerability maps can be used to identify

isolated and combined genetic and/or demographic

factors influencing population persistence, and to

evaluate the interactions between environmental change

and demogenetic characteristics (e.g., gene flow, dis-

persal, migration).

Pilot study of climate change effects on bull trout

As climate warming rapidly progresses, salmonids and

other aquatic biota must adapt in place through

phenotypic and genetic means, shift to track suitable

habitats (i.e., climatic niches), or be extirpated (Crozier

et al. 2008, McCullough et al. 2009). We found that

stream temperature increases that restrict movements

and further reduce suitable habitats to headwater

streams are likely to fragment habitat networks, thereby

decreasing fish population abundance and genetic

diversity, both of which are critical for persistence

(Rieman and Allendorf 2001). Bull trout have thermal

niches that are several degrees colder than those of other

trout and char species (Selong et al. 2001), so natal

spawning and rearing habitats are often fragmented and

constrained to the coldest headwater streams (Jones et

al. 2014), which may provide refugia from predicted

stream warming and hydrologic changes associated with

climate warming. Although climate change may have

played a role in declining populations over the past 30

years in the Flathead system, most declines are due to

expansion of nonnative lake trout (Ellis et al. 2011,

Muhlfeld et al. 2012).

Not all populations responded to the change in

riverscape resistance as expected. Specifically, the

response time and magnitude of change in vulnerability

metrics was dependent on a population’s carrying

capacity and abundance at the time of perturbation.

For example, both populations 7 and 14 had ;0.50

probability of returning under current temperature

conditions, which was reduced to ;0.20 in the future.

But because population 7’s carrying capacity was

considerably larger than population 14’s (K ¼ 966 and

74, respectively), both Dv and Gv of population 7 were

lower (population 7, Dv¼1.47, Gv¼1.62; population 14,

Dv ¼ 1.55, Gv ¼ 2.01). This is not surprising given the

importance of effective population size (e.g., Waples et

al. 2013), but underscores the need to explore how

movement interacts with habitat quality and composi-

tion, and the resulting variation in local carrying

capacities and census sizes, to affect demographic and

genetic connectivity. Nonetheless, our pilot empirical

analysis provides a starting point to begin understanding

the relative demographic and genetic vulnerability of

bull trout populations to increases in stream tempera-

tures. For migratory salmonids that have adapted to use

large interconnected river and lake systems, such as bull

trout in the Flathead River basin, conserving the

connectivity, size, and extent of existing high-quality

habitats free of nonnative fishes will be an important

conservation strategy, as well as helping to guide

restoration opportunities to mitigate the effects of

climate change and other cumulative stressors (Muhlfeld

and Marotz 2005, D’Angelo and Muhlfeld 2013).

Future research

Future programming work and simulations with real

data are needed to assess sensitivity and uncertainty in

real populations, which is a primary goal of most

modeling efforts. Simulations could be used to track the

behavior of each genetic and demographic metric and

identify which metrics are most sensitive for certain

species and life histories (e.g., migratory vs. nonmigra-

tory life histories), stream networks, or fragmentation

scenarios. Likewise, sensitivity analysis with a range of

initial conditions controlling habitat quality and density-

dependent processes along with reasonable demogenetic

simulation parameters and riverscape surfaces could be8 http://ptolemy.dbs.umt.edu/pvm/
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conducted to understand which genetic and demograph-

ic metrics provide earliest detection of population

vulnerability. An advantage of resistance surface mod-

eling is that many different surfaces can be simulated

and compared to identify the surface (i.e., hypothesis)

that best explains the observed demogenetic pattern

(e.g., Cushman et al. 2006, Shirk et al. 2010).

Empirical performance evaluations of the vulnerabil-

ity metrics should be conducted using time-series data

with historical demogenetic information and riverscape

variables (e.g., temperature; Hitt et al. 2003, Waples et

al. 2004, Isaak et al. 2012). For example, environmental

data from a previous period could be used in the models

to predict current demographic and genetic attributes of

focal populations, and those predictions could then be

tested with empirical data. However, there could be a

mismatch in the responses of demographic and genetic

signatures, as well as complex effects of the sampling

design (e.g., Oyler-McCance et al. 2012) and temporal

lags (e.g., Landguth et al. 2010) in population response

to riverscape surfaces. Therefore, determining the

sensitivity of model output to variation in the spatial

and temporal resolution of empirical inputs (i.e., counts

and number of markers) is an area of important

FIG. 9. Vulnerability heat maps for bull trout populations. Vulnerability indices for each of the 28 populations are represented
by colors (red is the highest and green is the lowest) for Gv and Dv. Current temperature was used for years 0–40 and an example of
vulnerability at year 1 is shown on the top row. At year 40, the modeled future temperature surface was inserted and the two
scenarios are compared at this instance on the second row. The final year 100 of the simulations is plotted on the last row.
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research. Once systems are appropriately empirically

parameterized and thorough sensitivity analysis per-

formed, future simulations could then include environ-

mental scenarios under different rates of climate change

(e.g., general circulation models for temperature), thus

providing uncertainty analysis for future riverscape

resistance surfaces (e.g., Wenger et al. 2013).

Future simulations could also use empirical data from

aquatic (e.g., fish) populations to assess the power of

different DNA marker sets to detect isolation threats

and thus assess vulnerability. For example, observed

allelic diversity and differentiation (GST) values could be

used to initialize simulations and assess the power and

relative sensitivity of a set of markers (e.g., SNPs,

AFLPs, or microsatellites) to detect population frag-

mentation (e.g., selection-driven vs. adaptive markers;

Landguth and Balkenhol 2012).

Finally, this approach can provide a foundation for

studying adaptive riverscape genetics by including

natural selection in network-scale connectivity models.

Future simulations could incorporate selection coeffi-

cients that vary not only for genotypes, but also in space

(and time) as functions of local environmental condi-

tions (Landguth et al. 2012c), which allows the

assessment of population vulnerability while considering

adaptive capacity and adaptive genetic variation (Glick

et al. 2011). Information from emerging genomic

techniques such as next-generation sequencing could

be used to help parameterize adaptive responses to

different selective pressures (e.g., Hohenlohe et al. 2013,

Narum et al. 2013).

CONCLUSIONS

We introduce a novel simulation modeling framework

that uses riverscape resistance (i.e., connectivity) surfac-

es along with genetic and demographic information

from individual-based simulations to assess the vulner-

ability of populations to environmental variation and

anthropogenic impacts. This framework allows assess-

ment of the contribution of individual genetic and

demographic metrics (e.g., gene diversity and dispersal)

to population vulnerability, and provides an overall

demogenetic vulnerability index (combining all metrics)

for each population within a stream network. The

framework is flexible enough to include a range of

alternative genetic and demographic metrics and to

assess the interaction of environmental variables of

interest for nearly any species or riverscape scenario. We

show that different metrics have different relative

sensitivities under four hypothetical (but realistic)

resistance barrier scenarios for early detection of

population isolation and vulnerability. Using empirical

data in a pilot study on bull trout, we illustrate the

usefulness of this approach for developing quantitative

simulation-based predictions of climate change effects

on connectivity and population vulnerability. We hope

this vulnerability modeling framework stimulates addi-

tional modeling developments and applications to help

identify populations vulnerable to environmental

change, and to improve conservation and management

of freshwater populations, species, and ecosystems.
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